The Exede

Advantage

Liberty Plan

Introducing the new

Details*

Here’s How it Works:
Use the internet however you’d like at our
fastest speeds with Priority Data (12 Mbps
download). Just pick your plan based on how
much data you and your family typically use
on a monthly basis.

Faster Downloads

Liberty Pass offers download speeds from 1 to
5 Mbps during morning/daytime hours (usually
about 2 a.m. to 5 p.m.) and kicks in if you go
over your Priority Data allowance.

Get 12 Mbps download speed on all plans for
Priority Data (even on our entry-level plan).

Faster Uploads
3 Mbps upload speed on all plans for Priority
Data. Quickly send files, share photos, and
video-chat with Skype™.

Available Now
You don’t have to wait any longer for great
service where you choose to live. Super-fast
Exede Internet is available almost anywhere,
right now.

Why Exede?
» It does it all. Faster browsing, video
streaming, sharing photos, video-chat —
Exede Internet allows you to
do everything you want
online… only faster!

» During morning/daytime hours, you should
be able to do most of the things you want to
do online, such as web browsing and email.
You should also be able to stream video, but
not on multiple devices, and you may not be
able to stream HD video.
» During evening hours (usually about 5 p.m.
to 2 a.m.), your speeds will be much slower.
You can still purchase more Priority Data, if
needed, or upgrade to a more expensive plan
that includes more Priority Data every month.
Estimated Speeds by Time of Day
The speeds provided by Liberty Pass will vary during the
day depending on your internet activities and other network
traffic in your area. Times shown below are approximate.
Faster

2am

Slower

12 noon

5pm

midnight

* Liberty Pass speeds are slower than Priority Data speeds and will vary greatly
based on time of day and network traffic in area. Speeds may be very slow when
network is busy. Heavier users of Liberty Pass may experience slower speeds
than lighter users. See Data Allowance Policy at www.exede.com/legal for
details.
One-time standard instazllation fee may be charged at the time of sale. Minimum 24-month service term. Monthly service fees and taxes apply. Equipment
lease fee is $9.99 per month. Speeds are “up to”, are not guaranteed and will
vary. The price lock guarantee applies only to the standard monthly internet
service fee and the monthly equipment lease fee (in each case, before any
promotional discounts) and excludes taxes and surcharges. Service is not
available in all areas. Offer may be changed or withdrawn at any time. Exede is
a registered service mark of ViaSat, Inc.

Try our NEW

Exede Liberty Plans*
Designed to give you and your family
continued access to the internet.

Exede Internet Plans & Pricing
Get friendlier data limits with our new Liberty plans

Pick the amount of Priority Data you need and
the Liberty Pass will let you worry less about
how much data you’re using.
PRIORITY DATA

SPEEDS

EXTRAS

PRICE

Liberty Plan Benefits
• Priority Data delivered at our fastest 12 Mbps
download speed.
• Liberty Pass provides 1-5 Mbps download
speeds if you use up your Priority Data.

LIBERTY 10

10 GB
Liberty Pass

12 MBPS
3 MBPS

DOWNLOAD

UPLOAD

Liberty Pass

1-5 Mbps download
speeds (morning/daytime)
after Priority Data used

59.99/mo

$

• Great for those who typically use the internet
during the daytime, especially before 5 p.m.
• 3-year Pricelock Guarantee (for
non-promotional price).

PRIORITY DATA

LIBERTY 18

18 GB
Liberty Pass

PRIORITY DATA

LIBERTY 30

30 GB
Liberty Pass

SPEEDS

12
3 MBPS

MBPS

DOWNLOAD

UPLOAD

SPEEDS

12
3 MBPS

MBPS

DOWNLOAD

UPLOAD

EXTRAS

PRICE

Liberty Pass

1-5 Mbps download
speeds (morning/daytime)
after Priority Data used

99.99/mo

$

EXTRAS

PRICE

Liberty Pass

1-5 Mbps download
speeds (morning/daytime)
after Priority Data used

$

149.99/mo

